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Singular Linear Di¤erential Equations in Two Variables
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Abstract. The formal and analytic classification of integrable singular linear di¤er-

ential equations has been studied among others by R. Gérard and Y. Sibuya. We

provide a simple proof of their main result, namely: For certain irregular systems in

two variables there is no Stokes phenomenon, i.e. there is no di¤erence between the

formal and the analytic classification.
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1. Introduction

The theme of this paper is Théorème 5.5 in R. Gérard and Y. Sibuya

[GS79]. This result can be described as follows. Let R ¼ Cfx1; x2g denote the

ring of the convergent power series in the variables x1, x2. Put di ¼ xid=dxi for

i ¼ 1; 2.

Theorem 1.1. Let k1; k2 b 1 be integers and let A1, A2 be matrices of size

n� n with entries in R such that each Aið0; 0Þ has distinct eigenvalues. Suppose

that the operators Li :¼ xki
i di þ Ai on Rn commute. Then Rn has an R-basis

fejg such that L1ej ¼ pjej and L2ej ¼ qjej where the pj are polynomials in x1 of

degreea k1 and the qj are polynomials in x2 of degreea k2.

In particular, a completely integrable system fL1;L2g satisfying the above

conditions for the matrices Ai, has, surprisingly enough, no Stokes phenom-

enon. See also [Sib78, Sib80a, Sib80b].

The two papers of H. Charrière–R. Gérard [CG81] and A. R. P. van den

Essen–A. H. M. Levelt [vdEL82] provide a formal normal form for certain

completely integrable systems over the formal power series ring C ½½x1; . . . ; xn��.
In our case n ¼ 2, this result is the following:

Put R̂R ¼ C ½½x1; x2��. Consider commuting operators Li ¼ xki
i di þ Ai where

Ai are matrices with entries in R̂R. For any integers r1; r2 b 1 one defines the

finite extension R̂Rram :¼ C ½½t1; t2�� of R̂R via xi ¼ trii . The operators Li have

unique extensions to R̂Rn
ram. For suitable r1, r2 there is a basis of R̂Rn

ram such that



the operators Li have, w.r.t. this basis, the form trikii d�i =ri þ Bi where d�i ¼
tid=dti, the matrices Bi depend only on ti for i ¼ 1; 2 and they commute.

This paper originated from Y. Sibuya’s question whether the above result

remains valid in the convergent case, i.e., R̂R replaced by R and R̂Rram replaced by

Cft1; t2g. It seems probable to us that this is the case. However, a proof

would be rather involved. We present here a short proof of the theorem, only

using some standard results on k-summation.

2. The proof of Theorem 1.1

Lemma 2.1. Let E denote the C-algebra (in fact a principal ideal domain)

of all functions in the variable x2 which are holomorphic on some neighbourhood

of some closed disk D :¼ fx2 A C j jx2ja rg with r > 0. Then L1, L2 act on

E½½x1��n and there exists an E½½x1��-basis v1; . . . ; vn of E½½x1��n such that L1vi ¼ pivi
with pi A C ½x1� of degreea k1 for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. Moreover, L2vi ¼ qivi with

qi A C ½x2� of degreea k2.

Proof. L1, L2 also act on Efx1gn for small enough r > 0 since the

matrices Ai are convergent on some domain fðx1; x2Þ A C 2 j jx1j < e; jx2j < eg.
We will construct, step by step, for every Nb 1, a basis v1;N ; . . . ; vn;N of

ðE½x1�=ðxN
1 ÞÞn as E½x1�=ðxN

1 Þ-module such that L1vi;N ¼ pi;Nvi;N , where the

pi;N A E½x1�=ðxN
1 Þ. We require that vi;N and vi;Nþ1 are equal modulo xN

1

for each N. Let vi be the projective limit of vi;N . Then the basis fvig has

the property L1ðviÞ ¼ pi;yvi for certain elements pi;y A E½½x1��.

The case N ¼ 1.

L1 is E-linear on En ¼ ðE½x1�=ðx1ÞÞn. The matrix of L1 is A1ð0; x2Þ and

A1ð0; 0Þ has distinct eigenvalues. Applying the implicit function theorem to the

characteristic equation we deduce that also A1ð0; x2Þ has distinct eigenvalues

pi;1ðx2Þ for x2 A D if r > 0 is su‰ciently small, and pi;1 A E. Since there is an

invertible ðn� 1Þ � ðn� 1Þ submatrix of A1ð0; x2Þ � pi;1ðx2ÞIn for x2 ¼ 0 and

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, the same matrix is invertible for x2 A D if r > 0 is su‰ciently

small. Using this we may construct an eigenvector vi;1 A En, L1vi;1 ¼ pi;1vi;1.

Thus fvi;1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; ng is a basis of En over E. We will write ei ¼ vi;1 for

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.

The induction step.

Let vi :¼ vi;N , pi :¼ pi;N have the required properties. We see E½x1�=ðxN
1 Þ

as the subset of E½x1�=ðxNþ1
1 Þ consisting of the elements with 0 as coe‰cient of

xN
1 . In the same way we see ðE½x1�=ðxN

1 ÞÞ
n as a subset of ðE½x1�=ðxNþ1

1 ÞÞn.
Write L1ðviÞ ¼ pivi þ xN

1 bi with bi A En. We want to produce elements wi A En

and ai A E such that L1ðvi þ xN
1 wiÞ ¼ ðpi þ xN

1 aiÞðvi þ xN
1 wiÞ. This leads to
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equations ðL1 � pi;1Þwi ¼ �bi þ aiei for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. The image of L1 � pi;1 on

En is the E-submodule generated by fej j j0 ig. Hence there is a solution for

these equations (ai is unique and wi is unique up to an element in Eei) and

vi;Nþ1 ¼ vi;N þ xN
1 wi, pi;Nþ1 ¼ pi;N þ xN

1 ai have the required properties.

Next step.

L1v1 ¼ p1;yv1 and we want to change v1 into uv1 with u ¼ 1þP
mb1 umx

m
1 A E½½x1�� such that L1ðuv1Þ ¼ p1ðuv1Þ, where p1 ¼

Pk1
i¼0 r1; iðx2Þxi

1 is

the k1-jet in x1 of p1;y. The corresponding equation xk1
1 d1ðuÞ � u�1 þ p1;y ¼Pk1

i¼0 r1; iðx2Þxi
1 has a unique solution u. We conclude that there exists an

E½½x1��-basis fvig of ðE½½x1��Þn such that L1vi ¼ pivi and each pi has, with respect

to the variable x1, degreea k1.

Final step.

Write L2v1 ¼
P

i givi. The equality L1L2v1 ¼ L2L1v1 implies the equalities

xk1
1 d1ðg1Þ ¼ xk2

2 d2ðp1Þ and xk1
1 d1ðgiÞ ¼ ðp1 � piÞgi for i0 1. The first one

implies that xk1
1 d1ðg1Þ ¼ xk2

2 d2ðp1Þ ¼ 0, since otherwise the degrees in x1 of

both sides are di¤erent. Hence p1 does not depend on x2 and g1 does not

depend on x1. The second one implies that gi ¼ 0 for i0 1. Thus all

pi A C ½x1� and have degreea k1. Further L2vi ¼ fivi with fi A E. After

changing each vi into uivi with a suitable ui A E, the elements fi become

polynomials qi A C ½x2� of degreesa k2. r

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete if we can show that the vi of Lemma

2.1 are convergent, i.e., belong to Rn. We will show this, using k-summation.

Define the exponential functions fi :¼ expð�
Ð
x�k1�1
1 pi dx1Þ. Then

xk1
1 d1ð fiÞ ¼ �pi fi. Since the pið0Þ are distinct, they are algebraically

independent over Cððx1ÞÞ. Thus we can consider the algebra F :¼
E½½x1��½ f1; f �1

1 ; . . . ; fn; f
�1
n �. The derivations d1, d2 are extended to F by

d1ð fiÞ ¼ �x�k1
1 pi fi and d2ð fiÞ ¼ 0. The operators L1, L2 act on F n and the

solution space SolðL1Þ of L1 on F n is Ey1 l � � �lEyn, where yi :¼ fivi. The

action of L2 on SolðL1Þ satisfies L2ðyiÞ ¼ qi yi and thus, in general,

L2ð
P

hi yiÞ ¼
P

ðxk2
2 d2ðhiÞ þ qihiÞyi.

L1 is viewed as a di¤erential operator w.r.t. x1, depending holomorphically

on x2 A D. The formal series fvigni¼1 are k1-summable. The singular directions

for L1 are the argðpið0Þ � pjð0ÞÞ for i0 j. Let t�, t, tþ be consecutive

singular directions of L1 and Sþ :¼ ðt� p=ð2k1Þ; tþ þ p=ð2k1ÞÞ, S� :¼
ðt� � p=ð2k1Þ; tþ p=ð2k1ÞÞ. Then the k1-sums vþi and v�i of vi exist on Sþ

and S� and they depend holomorphically on x2 A D (see [vdPS03], Proposi-

tion 12.20). Furthermore the k1-summation commutes with d2. Let

yGi ¼ fiv
G
i . Above S� VSþ the relation between the fyþi g and the fy�i g is
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given by a matrix ðai; jÞ with coe‰cients in E, i.e. yþi ¼
Pn

j¼1 aj; i y
�
j for all

i. Then L2 y
þ
i ¼

Pn
j¼1ðaj; iL2 y

�
j þ xk2

2 ðd2aj; iÞy�j Þ and hence qi
Pn

j¼1 aj; i y
�
j ¼Pn

j¼1ðaj; iqj þ xk2
2 ðd2aj; iÞÞy�j . Therefore ðqi � qjÞaj; i ¼ xk2

2 d2aj; i. This implies

that ai; j ¼ 0 for i0 j and ai; i A C . Since the yþi , y�i have both the asymptotic

expansion yi one finds that ai; i ¼ 1 for all i and so yþi ¼ y�i . One concludes

that the Stokes matrices are trivial and thus the yi are convergent.
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